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Oﬀseason Draft Review and grade for every team in the PML
Division by Division
We will be kicking the review off
with the NFC East

Now over to the NFC side, we take a look at the NFC East and
the Cowboys. They didn’t have a 1at round pick but they did have 5
picks in the first 4 rounds and 8 total picks overall. They took
another Oklahoma WR with their first of two 2nd round picks.
Not really something that was needed so it will be interesting to
see if and how they will get him on the field. With their other 2nd
round pick they took “Lil Brother” DB-Ifeatu Melifonwu. He is a
really good Height, weight, speed DB with big hitter trait, so he
has a little pop in his bat. Jumping to the 3rd they took a CB that
didn’t really have any skills developed at this point but, did come
into the PML with 95 speed. Kind of a wasted pick but, where
really is a good place to take a CB that fast. As for his later round
picks, he got a depth develop OG, reached on a UDFA in 4th
because he was getting a “WR convert to TE steal.” And a couple
of PS players to finish the draft class.
Oﬀseason Grade - Cowboys: C+
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Looking at the Eagles, they spent most of their picks on defense.
Starting in round 1, they drafted a DB out of Alabama that could
be a really good safety but, looks like he will start his career at CB.
They drafted a very well rounded DT in the 2nd round and a pass
rushing LB that could go down to DE in the 3rd. Looking at their
later rounds, nothing really pops or jumps out. Kind of top heavy
for their draft picks this year.
Oﬀseason Grade - Eagles: B+

With the Giants, the cupboard was going to be pretty bare for this
draft. Having just a 1st round pick and the rest of the picks being
5th or later. With their 1st round pick they drafted CB-Trey Dean
III out of Florida. They have their top Superstar DEV CB on a
contract year so I’m sure this is more of an insurance pick than
anything. AS far as the later picks, they snagged a developmental
TE, other than that, not much to talk about.
Oﬀseason Grade - Giants: C+

For the final team in the NFC East, we take a look at the
Washington Red… Excuse me, the Washington Football Team.
They came into the drat with 6 total picks but, 4 of them coming
in the 4th and 3rd rounds, respectively. Their 1st round pick, IMO,
is a failed pick, simply because they have a glaring need on the OL
and their Secondary is actually one of their strengths. They did
bounce back and get a really solid WR in the 3rd round who
actually had a late first-early 2nd round grade, nice steal. They had
3 picks in the 4th and, they kind of just wen generic with the picks.
7th round pick was no diﬀerent. This draft class for the WFT, was
like a wet firecracker, all fizz no pop!
Oﬀseason Grade - WFT: D+
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